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Abstract.
Introduction:
Timisoara is an important city situated in the western part of Romania and has a substantial urban heritage dating from the XVIIIth and XIXth century. The historic district of “Fabric” contains
an old haymarket which is positioned between the river and a main acces road and is flanked by
historic buildings from the XIXth century. In the early 1990s, the City decided to update and cover
the market without affecting the existing buildings. It was decided to create a contrasting hightech tensile structure, while preserving the scale and the silhouette of the market ensemble.
Developments:
Today, the caterpillar-like structure is lower than the cornice of the historic buildings and is
completely open laterally in order to allow uninterrupted access and views of the surrounding
historic facades. In 1996 the structure was also awarded the ECCS European Award. The further
evolution of the project highlights the complexities of the process of assimilation of the new
building into a historic district. Due to an instant success the market became an urban landmark
again and triggered the revival of the whole area. At the request of the locals a church was built
in connection to the market. As the status of the place grew, a new quality was expected and a
complete remaking took place in 2010-2011: a new membrane replaced the old one and another
upgrade, the addition of pavilions, will take place in 2015, without changing the existing outlook.
Remarks and Conclusion:
The choice of a geometrically adapted, well scaled and flexible open structure provided the basis
for continual development and adaptation without affecting the layout and substance of the historical market.
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INTRODUCTION

Timisoara is an important historical city situated in the westernmost part of Romania. It
was the main city of an historical province called “Banat”. This province was an autonomous
part of the medieval kingdom of Hungary, became an turkish ottoman province between
1541-1716, then was integrated into the Habsburgic empire until 1918 and now is divided
among Romania (60%) Hungary and Serbia. Banat became a complex multicultural territory
and Timisoara displays even today a lively cultural and ethnic diversity [1]

Figure 1: Timisoara’s Citadel and its satellite cities

Figure 2: Timisoara map (1893)
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Timisoara was completely remodeled during the XVIIIth century using the “ideal city”
pattern very common in the “enlightening” era. The city core - the Citadel – containing the
main religious, civil and military institutions of the province was surrounded by one of the
most complex Vauban fortifications in central-eastern Europe. The remodeling of the city and
of its surrounding area was facilitated by the draining of the huge surrounding marshland; followed by an active policy of colonization and resettlement. The core was surrounded by several satellite towns (Figure 1), more than one kilometer apart from the fortification. The main
commercial, manufacturing and industrial activities were situated in these areas. The busiest
satellite, called “Fabric” was situated in the eastern part of the “Citadel”. In Fabric, on a
stretch of land oriented north-south between the river Bega and the main eastward land connection of the city, lays the former “Haymarket”, supposedly an inheritance from the medieval times
During the late XIXth century, the obsolete fortification went down, and the satellite towns
were incorporated into the city following a master plan elaborated by architect Ludwig von
Ybl in 1899 [2] (Figure 2).

Figure 3: Old postcard from Fabric, Haymarket area (1890)

The Fabric district was remodeled, including the reconstruction of the houses bordering the
Haymarket (Figure 3). The industrial and commercial importance of the area grew during the
first half of the the XXth century. During the communist era the market retained its importance, being surrounded by important industrial areas (Figure 4). The historic urban tissue
was endangered by aggressive policies of urban renewal.
From the late 1980’s, with the decline of the industrial production and the changes brought
by E.U. integration, the area entered a phase of accentuated decline and depopulation.
In the mid 1990’s the city started to act in order to stop the decline of the area and decided to modernize and cover the “Haymarket” without affecting the general outlook of the
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Figure 4: Timisoara Master Plan – Haymarket area and surroundings (1970)

marketplace. The new covered market was intended to function also as a support for community activities.
Several proposals have been submitted; finally an oblong caterpillar like tensile structure
proposed by the architectural firm Andreescu & Gaivoronschi was selected.
The steel structure supporting tensile membranes was carefully scaled in order to preserve
both the silhouette and the perception of the market ensemble..
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DEVELOPMENTS

The finished structure covered 90% of the existing market, hovering over the trading surface, kiosks and a new circular market-hall. It was completely open laterally in order to allow
uninterrupted access and spectacular views of the surrounding historical facades.

Figure 5: The “Badea Cartan” Covered Market, the former Haymarket (2002)
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The blue and yellow tensile steel structure (Figure 5) was in evident contrast with the plaster covered historic brick structures bordering the market area. But the rhythm of the main
structure (9 meters between the pillars, 15 meters span of the arcs, and the height of the covering membrane of 6 meters) were carefully balanced in order to insert the new building in its
surrounding.
In 1996 the Covered Market “Badea Cartan” was awarded the ECCS European Design for
Steel Structures, was published in several books and magazines and was generally considered
a successful intervention [3].
The further evolution of the project and its influence on the surrounding area highlights
both the complex nature of the process of assimilation of the new structure into an historic
district and the equally complex influence it exerts on its surroundings.
The market was an instant success; from a residual transit space it became a hub not only
for the local area, but for the entire Fabric district and even for the city as a whole. It attracted
a lot of interest and activity, producing both predictable and surprising consequences.

Figure 6: The new church and the Covered Market (2002)

Short after the new market’s opening the local community asked the architects to design a
new church (Figure 6) in the small plaza adjoining the northern extremity of the market
square. The community is now ready to substitute the original finishing materials of the
church with new ones, of superior quality and wants a better integration with the surrounding
structures.
A rather complex planning operation started in order to substitute existing annexes with
carefully designed new ones.
As the market offered a new identity for the area, the considerable industrial estate ILSA
(textile industries) situated along the river, west from the market was proposed for
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Figure 7: Residential buildings facing the river (nearby ILSA Area)

redevelopment. After several architectural contests, a waterfront residential estate was chosen,
and the building was started in the mid 2000’s (Figure 7). In order to keep the scale of the intervention comparable to the surroundings, the height of the buildings facing the river was
limited to four - six floors, and only the building facing the northern thoroughfare were allowed to climb to ten floors.
The financial crisis starting in 2008 stopped for now the progress of the project.
The revival of the market area had also important planning consequences.
In 2007 an extended workshop resulted in the production of the study “Timisoara 2020 Overall Vision” coordinated by prof. Massimo Tadi from Milan Polytechnic in collaboration
with Skidmore, Owings & Merrill and the Faculty of Architecture from Timisoara.
The main goal of the study was to promote a strategy based on exploiting Timisoara’s position and inner network in order to promote the development of the city as an important European hub of communication and economic integration.

Figure 8: Timisoara 2020 Overall Vision- urban nuclei
and main ketworks

Figure 9: The river banks

Evaluating the possible nuclei of urban regeneration in connection to existing transit areas
(inner city railway, the river), the study emphasized the important position of the Market
Square area - in connection with the East Railway Station situated nearby, as a connecting
hub between the river and the railway (Figure 8). The study influenced the new City Master
Plan, and led to the decision to prolungate the redevelopment of the river banks from the city
center to the market banks and beyond, as a part of a continuous green ribbon endowed with
vehicular, pietonal and cycling lanes[4] .
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Figure 10: Rehabilitation of Badea Cartan Market (2010) Photo: © Bumerang SRL

Figure 11: Rehabilitation of Badea Cartan Market (2010)

The city started the implementation of the project (Figure 9) which already integrated the
market.
The covered market itself evolved during the years; in 2010, at the Market’s Administrations request, a new high quality membrane was provided; two long, transparent stretches of
small shops, sustained by a continuous ribbon of concrete, were also built along the edges of
the market and the colors were changed from blue and yellow to sobering light grays, in
pleasant contrast with the vivid colors of the flowers and fruits ( Figure 10).
The very low silhouette of the transparent shops was carefully devised in order to reassure
the panoramic transversal view towards the existing historic architecture (Figure 11).
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Figure 12: Covered Market project: partial enclosure of retail areas (2015)

In 2015, at the community’s request, the Market Administration ordered a feasibility study
for the enclosure of areas within the market (Figure 12); if realized the project will transform
the market into a global container, but even the new enclosed areas are imagined to preserve a
low profile and a certain degree of openness.
The continuous development of the market and of the market area had also unintended
side-effects. The benefits of the improved activity and better image - expanded to the north of
the site in the direction of the East Railway Station, as prophesized by professor Tadi in 2007,
but this time the consequences were less beneficial.

Figure 13: Rehabilitation proposal for the church (2013)

Inside the extended area, nearby the old tram depot ( scheduled for reconversion) a new
church appeared in the late 2000’s, evidently inspired by the market church (Figure 13). The
bigger and more assertive church is now accompanied by a massive religious community
center out of scale and out of context.
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Figure 14: The former “Socks factory” (2015)

Another unwanted consequence of the successful expansion of the market area towards the
Railway Station was the “reconversion” (i.e. destruction) of a valuable piece of industrial archeology dating from the late XIXth century, the “Socks factory” (Figure 14), which is to be
replaced by a trivial shopping center.
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CONCLUSIONS
Producing a well integrated, flexible, spectacular and well scaled project for covering the
Haymarket produced several positive effects: it has revigorated a dying urban area, which
became a potential development hub. It has challenged the traditional vision about the
green areas along the river, triggering a substantial expansion of the limited project of
riverbank renewal . It has stopped the social and economic decline of the area, and helped
promoting new projects and activities.
Unfortunately it has not triggered the wholesale restoration / reconversion of the surrounding historic structures, which was an essential target of the initial project. The City
preferred to concentrate on the restoration of the central area – The Citadel. The covered
market, in contrast with the other public spaces of Timisoara didn’t become a center of
community activities, entertaining, festivals, etc.
The lack of anticipation about the consequences of enhancing the prospects of a delicate
area, made possible the implementation of a massive commercial project which caused
loss of of historic substance.
In our practice as architects operating in historic areas, we rely on accepted theoretical
and methodological principles concerning the urban renewal, the aim, the scale and purpose of the intervention. We consider examples of good practice presented in publications and seminars, but finally it is not an exact science.
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The physical, economic and social structure of a city are very complex realities, influenced by many factors over long spans of time, and both positive and unwanted consequences could emerge out of a well balanced professional act.
We could study and model this interactions but they will never repeat identically so we
must address this kind of problems with caution, insight and modesty – which are not
fashionable professional qualities anymore.
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